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Tax assistance offered at Fl U
WAYNE GUTHRIE
Staff Writer
All students, professors, administrators, or anyone in need of help will have a
chance to receive free income tax
assistance at FIU.
The free assistance will begin Friday,
April 1 and last through Thursday, April 14
only on weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
There will be tables set up for assistance in
the Pit Area of the UH building.
The free income tax assistance will be
provided by the Volunteer Income Tax
Assistants Program originated by the
Internal Revenue Service. The IRS supplies training materials, forms, and book· lets to Professor Myron Lubell ( Division of
Accounting and Finance).
Lubell will teach a one day training
program to 50 people on how to fill out tax
returns and work out tax problems. Over
half of the 50 students are accounting
majors aand they already have taken the
Federal Income Tax Course (Accounting
406). Naturally, they will have a stronger
background than the students who are just
taking the one day course, so they will act
as supervisors.
Lubell will then put these students to
work in the southern part of the county
beginning March 5 to assist low income
people (Less than $15,000a year) in filling
out their tax returns.
Lubell explained, "This program in its
fourth year is an intern type project
designed to help our student assistants as
well as the people who need help. There
are no appointments necessary, just show
up at the pit area at the designated times."
Lubell added, "Even if you have already
completed your tax return you might want
to bring it in and go over it with an
assistant."
Everyone should take advantage of this
free and helpful opportunity. The due date
for income tax returns is April 15.

:spring registration began Monday with long lines and short tempers. By the end of the week,
however, the lines had thinned to the point the that there is now practically no wait. The
last day to register early is February 18.

New Clubon Campus
A chapter of the National
Service Fraternity, Alpha Phi
Omega, is being organized at
FIU. Alpha Phi Omega is the
largest fraternity in the United
States with active chapters on
more than 400 campuses. They
accept women members.
Tom Tilden, a FIU student, is
organizing the chapter. ' 'The
main aim of Alpha Phi Omega is

to help the campus, community
and the nation by being participating citizens," Tilden said.
The organization helps raise
funds for muscular dystrophy,
the heart fund and ' other
charities. They help out at
Channel 2; work for improved
accessibility for handicapped
persons; " . . . anything to help,"
Tilden said.
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Learning exchange: an alternative
LES PETERSON
Staff Writer

Learning Exchange at Florida International offers non-credit courses to
people interested in learning about
everything from dancing to backgammon.

LEX as it is referred to, was developed
by S.G.A. to bridge the gap for people
wanting to learn courses not offered in the
normal curriculum at F .I.U.

Roberta Morrison, a coordinator of
LEX explains that, "Learning Exchange
is really a share-borrow relationship for
people who wish to share their knowledge
and experience with others. For instance if
you excell in tennis and would like to teach
those skills, we would match others interested in learning tennis with you."
Although there aren't as many
registered students as she would like to

see, Morrison feels this is due to
inadequate advertising which up until now
has been through the school paper and by
word of mouth.
LEX also offers instruction in sign
language for the deaf along with many
other courses. Most teachers do not charge
for their particular course however it is up
to their descretion. For more information
concerning LEX, call 552-2122.

Will lifesaving program surface?
KETLY BLAISE
Staff Writer
Plans to begin a life-saving program
here at Florida International University
are being undertaken by student June
Buckle and the Student Professional
Nursing Association (SPNO), of which Ms.
Buckle is President.
Ms. Buckle, who is also a Registered
Nurse, and her organization's aim is to
enlist public support in establishing a
Citizen's Plan for Rescue (CPR) to deal
with Cardiopulmonary Resusitation.
CPR is the technique by which one
person acts as a mechanical aid for the
heart of another person and breathes for
him until more sophisticated help can
arrive. CRP is an emergency procedure

that requires special training both to
recognize cardiopulmonary arrest and to
perform artificial
ventilation
and
circulation .
According to an American Heart
Association statistic, it has been estimated
that of 650,000people who die each year
from heart attack, 350,000 of them die
before ever getting to a hospital.

To qualify for the Instruction course, a
person must have completed the CPR
course which is presently being offered at
Larkin General Hospital and South Miami
Hospital. CPR instructors should be highly
motivated individuals who represent
special or organized groups in the community in which they will provide CPR
training.
·

''Many of these men and women could
have lived on for many years if only they
had been helped past their immediate
crisis," said Buckle.

June Buckle hopes to build a core of
instructors so that a minimum of 100FIU
students will be taught CPR each quarter.

A two-day course is being sponsored by
the SPNO on Feb. 19 and 20 to train 20
qualified persons to teach CPR to others.

For more information on CPR, call the
American Heart Association at 751-1041,or
the Nursing Dept. at 552-2228.

register for the classes and have
no intention of finishing. This
may stop a more serious student
from getting a class he needs
because the class is full.
The grade change, which has
been planned since last summer,
has been reviewed and revised
and is in the process of completion.
Dr. Robert Fisher, associate
vice-president of academic affairs, stated that the changes
have been given to Vice
President Jenkins and he will
confer with FIU's president Dr.
Harold B. Crosby.
Dr. Crosby will take the
changes to the BOR in Tallahassee in March or April. Fisher
believes that the BOR will approve of the changes and it
should go into effect in the Fall
'77 term.
Fisher also explained that the
NC will be kept for credit and
non-credit courses and the new
change will be the introduction of
the F grade.
The serious student should not
be hurt by this change. Dr.
Merritt feels that more cooperation between students and faculty
is needed.
"I would like to see a lot of
communication between faculty
and students. If you are a serious
student and it looks like you are
not going to pass a course it
should be worked out with the
professor. The student should be
able to receive a drop grade. A
drop grade is not calculated in
the GPA by any institution," Dr.
Merritt said.
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BlackBaseball forgottenstars
JOHNEWALD
Forget fifty or so (at least!) of the game's
Sports Editor
most talented and skilled performers. Men
who were poor in wealth and fame. But
Word came from Cooperstown, New
their rich s_piritand incomparable ability
York, the other day that John Henry Lloyd
far surpass that of today's modern
and Martin Dihigo would join stars like
superstar, overpaid and overexposed.
Babe Ruth and Joe DiMaggio in Baseball's
Hall of Fame. It was a richly deserved
To honor the many genuinely deserving
honor for two of tht:.finest ballplayers ever
black ballplayers who are not in
to grace a diamond. Honus Wagner,
Baseball's Hall in this column is imconsidered by many to be the greatest
possible. Instead of giving you a list I am
shortstop of all time once had this to say
going to give you a story about one very
about Lloyd, another great shortstop: "I
special man. A man who's name was not
have heard John Henry Lloyd called the
even placed in consideration by the Hall of
'Black Wagner.' It is a privilege to have
Fame.
been compared with him. He's the
Andrew (Rube) Foster may have been
greatest player I've ever seen."
the greatest manager in the history of "big
Dihigo was an excellent hitter and an
league" baseball. That's "big league "
outstanding pitcher. A Cuban, Dihigo first
viewed as a generic term, me.ming
played in the United States in 1923\\ ith an
professionalism at its apex. And Rube
all-star team. He was 15 years old at the · Foster, Star pitcher, president, Comtime and one oldtimer remembers the
missioner, General Manager and Field
New York Yankees practically c~rying
Manager, ranks with the John McGraws
after seeing him play and knowing that
and the Casey Stengals as the finest team
because of the darkness of his skin, Dihigo
leaders in the history of the sport.
could not play in the "big leagues."
A shrewd strategist, Rube Foster
Lloyd and Dihigo were elected to
directed his players with the precision of
Cooperstown's hallowed halls by a Special
Bobby Fischer at the chess board-and
Committee on Negro League Baseball.
with comparable success. His 1910Leland
The committee, formed in 1971, is now
Giants of Chicago, for example lost only
being disbanded. A spokesman for the
six games and won 123, some of them
group had this to say: "The intent was to
against major-league clubs. A strict
vote into the Hall of Fame such outdisciplinarian, Rube Foster demanded
standing performers in the old Negro
total obedience and delivered swift
Leagues, who in the committee's opinion,
punishment to the erring. One day an
would have made it anyway had they not
outfielder on Foster's team ignored c1 bunt
been deprived of playing in the major
sign from his boss and tripled to the fence.
leagues. We are satisfied that mission has
The manager sat silently, puff :Og his
been accomplished." The "Special"
pipe, until his hitter returned, smugly, to
committee previously elected Satchel
the bench. Then Foster popped him across
Paige, Josh Gibson, CoolPapa Bell, Oscar
the head with the pipe and said, "You're
Charleston, Buck Leonard, Judy Johnson
fined for that. As long as I'm paying you,
and Monte Irvin to what is far and away
you'll do as I tell you to do."
the most historic and prestigious honor in
An unlettered 8th Grade dropout,
sports.
Foster was a practicing psychologist as
This has got to be the worst thing to
well as a benevolent tyrant. If one of his
happen to baseball since the infamous
men loafed on the field, the manager
"Black Sox Scandal" that surrounded the
would take him aside, then tell a story
1919World Series. Baseball is telling us
learned during a boyhood in the farming
that it is "satisfied" with naming nine of
village of Calvert, Texas.
the greatest performers of the old Negro
"Once there was a donkey and an ox
Leagues and then, just forgetting about
that.were
teamed to do work on a farm,"
the rest of the "great" ballplayers who
Rube
would
begin. "They worked hard,
were barred from the major leagues until
and one day the ox decided to stay in his
Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier in
stall and take a rest. So he did. When the
1947. If they're going to do that, they
donkey came back to the barn after work
should keep Babe Ruth and eight Wl!ite
that night, the ox asked him, 'What did the
greats in the Hall of Fame, and tell the rest
boss say today?'
to leave.
"Didn't say nothing,' the donkey
The committee disbanded because they
replied. So the next day the ox decided to
felt that their mission had been acstay in his stall again," Foster would go on
complished. If Christopher Columbus had
in his Texan drawl. "When the donkey
felt this way about his mission, nobody
came back that night, the ox asked, 'What
would know his name today. But maybe
did the boss say today?' The donkey anthat's all for the better. Nobody will ever
swered,
'Didn't say nothing. But he visited
remember this committee. And nobody
the
butcher.'
Well, the next day the ox
should. Mission accomplished? This group
came
out
bright
and early, ready for a day
got as far as the Titanic.
of hard labor in the fields. The farmer told
Only nine great black ballplayers
him, 'You might as well stay in the stall.' ''
before 1947?That anyone could possibly
Foster would permit himself a smile
think that is more than tragic. It is cruel
before
concluding the story: " 'Oh, no,'
and unbelievably ridiculous. They just put
said
the
ox, 'I'm ready to go today.' And
some guy named Amos Rosie in the Hall of
the
farmer
said, 'You might as well stay,
Fame. An old white pitcher. Famed for a
because I've sold you to the butcher'." The
fastball that couldn't approach the speed
parable regularly served to enhance the
generated by the pitches of Smokey Joe
hustling on Rube Foster's teams.
Williams or Bullet Rogan. Two old black
Before becoming a manager, Rube
pitchers. Not in the Hall of Fame. And now
Foster had been black baseball's best
they tell us they can never be.
pitcher for nearly a decade. He started his
They are so wrong. The forgotten
professional career in 1897as a strong, 17greats who labored in hidden ballyards
year-old righthander with the barnunder the most difficult circumstances
storming Waco Yellow Jackets. Just after
imaginable are already in a far greater
the turn of the century, he was the pitching
hall of fame. The Hall of Fame of the
ace of the Cuban Giants and the
mind. Black baseball. Satch and Josh.
Philadelphia Giants, the two best black
CoolPapa and Turkey Stearns. Heydays of
teams in the East. Legend holds that he
that ebony proud league. The high and
was nicknamed 'Rube' by teammates
yellow summers. A time when only the
after he defeated the great Rube Waddell
ball was white. Places where these
and the major-league
Philadelphia
supremely gifted athletes ran . . . ( PittAthletics in an exhibition game.
sburgh ... Louisville ... St. Louis) ... ran
a -wall inside a track the trains made.
By 1920,after adding a decade of exKeeping the league set in.
cellence as a manager to his credentials,
And even the breezes Satch and Cool
Foster was the leading man in black
Papa made could not speed up the
baseball in the country and he organized
weather. Now, sadly, fifty years past their
the legendary Negro National League. As
finest moment, an ignorant group of
founder and board chairman of the N.N.L.,
"experts" is trying to tell us forget them.
Foster brought stability to Negro baseball

ANDREW FOSTER
"RUBE"
NEGRO

LEAGUES

1902- 1930

FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT
OF THE LEGENDARY NEGRO
NATIONAL LEAGUE. MAY HAVE
BEEN THE GREATEST MANAGER
IN "BIG LEAGUE" HISTORY ." HIS
1910 LELAND GIANTS WON 123
GAMES WHILE LOSING ONLY R

A true baseballimmortal,Rube Fostershouldhave
a plaquelike this one in Baseball'sHall of Fame.

for the first time. He did so by ruling the
league with the same dictatorial hand that
had guided his previous great clubs. There
is a story, possibly more fiction than fact,
that at a league meeting after the first
season, one of the club owners dozed off
and awoke to find that, while he had been
sleeping, he had lost his franchise and
Foster had distributed his players among
the other teams in the league.
Foster had the respect and friendship
of most major-league managers of bis day
and they often patronized Foster's club's
ballparks. One reason for their respect
may have been his box office; one year a
Foster team drew 11,000 for a Sunday
doubleheader in Chicago, more than either
the Cubs or White Sox happened to attract
that day. His closest friend, among the
major-leaguers was John McGraw, a
frequent visitor to Rube's home as well as
his ballpark.
If, in those Jim Crow days of majorleague baseball, McGraw couldn't borrow

any of Foster's players, he could at least
try out a few of the master's theories. In
1932,two years after Rube Foster died, the
Negro National League disbanded, but he
had laid the foundation for the success of
later Negro leagues, and they sent Jackie
Robinson, Roy Campanella . Ernie Banks
and other pioneering blacks to the majors.
An outstanding administrator, pitcher,
and manager, Rube Foster was a giant in
the history of basebal1. That Rube Foster
wa~ not elected to baseball's Hall of Fame
by the now extinct Special Committee on
Negro Leagues, that he was not even
mentioned publicly as a candidate, issadly-a measure of how the rich, bittersweet lore of Negro baseball has faded
with the passing years. As this university
commemorates Black History Week, it is
only fitting to remember the forgotten
men of black baseball history. Sadly
forgotten by the Hall of Fame in
Cooperstown. Remembered warmly in the
Hall of Fame of the mind.

What does AAA and Etan have in common?
You can get' them both by seeing

Dennis Schuster (!/J)
Monday & Thursday 9 ar:n - 3 pm
University House in front of Bookstore.

One free yearbook with every new membership.
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WESTCHESTER
HEALTHSPA. INC
Bodybuilding and
Weight Lifting Facilities
Weught Reducing Programs
Nautilus Machines
·
Olympic Weights
Steam baths
Sun Deck
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